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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a detailed analysis of how an
europium activated, lithium iodide, scintillation crystal
operates and how the energy dependent efficiency can be
obtained.

Emphasis is placed upon a Monte Carl© method

for determining the efficiency.
The discussion concerns itself with a particular
crystal that is to be used as the neutron detector in a
time-of-flight system.

For this particular crystal, it

was found that its efficiency throughout the energy range
of interest was as follows:
Energy lev)

Efficiency (%)

0.01
0.05
0.10
0*15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0,35
0.40
0.45

87.0
84.9
81.0
77.2
75.2
72.0
68.1
62.7
59.6
54.0

v

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
During the past ten years, europium activated,
lithium iodide [Lil(Eu)] scintillation crystals have
begun to play an increasing role as effective neutron
detectofs.

Their use is quite similar to that of the

more familiar scintillation crystals that have been used
for the detection of charged particles and ionizing
radiation for the past twenty years.
The basis of these scintillation counting systems
is the ability of the phosphor to convert into light
emission some fraction of the energy lost during the
passage of a charged particle or ionising photon through
the material.

With the Lil(Eu) crystal this is possible

because of the alpha particle and friton that result after
a neutron interacts with a lithium

-

6

(Li ) nucleus.

When this type of crystal is used in

wo r k where

absolute measurements are being made, the efficiency of
detection must be known.

In some experimental work, the

relative response of the detector to different energy
neutrons is needed in order to help analyze the output
of the scintillation crystal.

These two needs require

2

an experimenter to, know the efficiency of detection as a
function of neutron energy„
One use for such a crystal is in time-of-flight
spectroscopy work.

The University of Arizona (U» of A«),

Department of Nuclear Engineering

9

owns a Lil(Eu) scintil

lation crystal which is to be used as the neutron detectdr
in conjunction with a slow neutron chopper that was designed
for use with the U. of A. s TRIGA reactor,*
1

The chopper

will be useful for energies up to cadmium cutoff (0.45 ev.),
With this time-of-flight system, reactor spectra may be
measured and compared with a Maxwellian distributidn based
on moderator temperature.

In addition, total cross section

measurements may be performed by comparing the neutron beam
in intensity with and without a transmission sample inter
secting the beam.

For these type of experiments, the

response of the neutron detector as a function of energy
must be known.

Also, if absolute measurements of the

reactor flux are made, then the exact efficiency of the
detector must be known.
It is the intent of the author to present in the
following pages a detailed analysis of how a Lil(Eu)
scintillation crystal operates and how the energy dependent
efficiency can be obtained.

This will be discussed mainly

*See reference (1) in the Bibliography for details
on this system.

with reference to the particular crystal* that is to be
used with the Department of Nuclear Engineering *s time-r
of-flight system.

The discussion, however, will be left

general enough so that the results can be applied to any
similar laboratory problems

*See Appendi% A for specifications on the crystal.

CHAPTER 2
THE PROCESSES INVOLVED IN
SCINTILLATION DETECTION
As stated previously, with the Lil(Eu) crystal
it is possible to detect noutrops because of the reaction
6
they undergo with the Li nuclei present. The reaction
is exoergic and has a large probability of occurring.

It

may be written as follows:

3Ll6

0"1 —

> 2He4 '♦
A

l"3 + Q
O

'

The resulting alpha particle (gHe ) and triton (^H ) share
the reaction energy (Q) plus the initial kinetie energy
of the neutron.

For incident thermal neutrons, the latter

is negligible compared to the reaction energy of 4.78 Mev.
The two resulting charged particles then lose their energy
by ionizing and exciting the atoms along their path within
the crystal.

As previously mentioned, a fraction of this

energy is eventually converted into photons of visible
light.
This emitted light is picked up by the sensitive
photocathode of a photomultiplier tube which is placed in
optical contact with the crystal.
■

^ ■■■■■■

4

Electrons are emitted
.-

'

.

5

from £he photocathode and are then accelerated to the
first dynode. The

number Of secondary electrons emitted

from this dynode is greater than the number of incident
electrons and with a suitable arrangement of electric
fields thes$ electrons are drawn to a second dynode where
further secondary electrons are emitted.
repeats at each successive dynode.

The process

At the tube anode,

there will then be an electrical pulse whose magnitude
and duration will have a direct relation to the light
incident on the photocathode.

Depending upon the ampli

fication achieved by the photomultiplier tube, this pulse
may be of sufficient size to activate a scaler or ratemet er directly or it may require further amplification.
The scintillation detection process described above is
sbown schematically in Figure (2.1).
The use of lithium in the scintillation crystal
has several advantages that make it particularly suitable
for neutron detection work.

One advantage is that the

ft

probability of the Li (n,a)H

reaction is very high<;

Another is that no gamma ray is r e l e a s e d g a s would be the
10
7
case if the popular B (n,.<x)Li reaction was used to
detect the neutrons.

Also, Li forms an optically usable

crystal whereas boron does not.

The energy of the reaction

is large so that effective discrimination against gamma
rays and noise is facilitated.

In the case of a fast

6
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Figure (2.1)
A Schematic Representation of the Scintillation Process

neutron interaction with Li** > the energy of the fast neutron
added to the reaction 'Q" provides a basis for fast neutron
spectroscopy.

However, it must be noted that the interaction

cross section is low for high neutron energies so that if
a neutron spectrometry crystal is desired, the use of lithium
enriched in Li

6

is recommended.

CHAPTER. 3THE FACTORS INVOLVED IN DETERMINING
THE TOTAL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY
The simplest and most obvious way of determining
the energy dependent efficiency of a scintillation
detector is experimentally„

A monoenergetic beam of

known intensity would be incident on the crystal and
the output of the photomultiplier tube would go to a
scaler.

The efficiency at that neutron energy would

just be the scaler reading divided by the number of
incident neutrons

3

both of these being adjusted to counts

or neutrons per second.

Unfortunately, without special

equipment that is not easily available (e«g ,, a crystal
spectrometer), it is impossible to obtain monoenergetic
neutron beams,.

Therefore, for all practical purposes,

the problem can only be attacked with paper and pencil.
There are actually several parts to this problem
which must be cohsidered.

The most important question

is what fraction of the neutrons entering the crystal
will be captured by Li^ nuclei rather than be captured
7
by Li , 1 or Eu nuclei, or escape completely from the
3

crystal.

Then questions arise as to the probability that

the reaction products m i l not escape from the crystal and
will cause sufficient photons to be emitted.

Will these

photons eject enough photoelectrons and will the dynodes
amplify the pulse sufficiently so that it is recognizable?
Also, will

there be any neutron loss in the container

walls of the crystal?

Once these questions have been

answered, the probability that something other than a
neutron from thq chopper beam will cause a pulse must be
investigated.
To begin to answer these questions, a start is
made where the neutrons, themseTves, start.

The neutrons

must pass through two layers of material before reaching
the crystal.

The outside container wall is aluminum

0,813 mm thick.

Under this is a layer of packed AlgO^

of thickness 1.59 mm.

The mean free path in Af. for

thermal neutrons is approximately
■thermal neutrons, 9 cm.

1

0

cm* and for epi-

For Al^O^ the corresponding

figures are 25 cm for thermal neutrons and 29 cm for
epithermal neutrons.

By comparing the mean free paths

with the dimensions of the material it is obvious that
the material surrounding the crystal can have but a
negligible effect on the neutron beam.
*Cross section data used in all calculations is
from reference ( ).
2

10

The range of the alpha particle and triton in the
crystal can be obtained by considering the stopping power
of the material.

K aplan1s ^ ^

explanation of the stopping

power will be used as the basis for the following discus
sion.
The stopping power is defined as the energy lost
by a charged particle per unit path length in the substance:

where E is the classical kinetic energy.

The range of the

particle is given by

(3.1)

R

where E q is the initial kinetic energy.

A detailed treat

ment of the concept of S(E) is not germane to this paper.
Let it suffice to say that the theory of the stopping
power depends on knowledge of the behavior of electrons
in the atoms and that from this theory the following
equation is derived:

/2mv^]

where ze and v are the charge and the speed of the
particle, respectively,
m is the mass of an electron,

(3.2)
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Z is the atomic number of the substance,
3
N is the number of atoms per cm of the substance, and
I is a quantity, called the average excitation poten. tial of an atom of the substance, which must be
obtained experimentally.
The quantity
S'

=

Zln(-^-)

(3.3)

is proportional to the stopping power and can be calculated
and measured for different values of the atomic number Z of
the absorbing substance.
Figure (3.1).

A plot of S' versus Z is found in

From this graph a value of S' = 42 is found

for I and S' = 6 for Li.

Therefore, the average v a lue,

S 1 = 24, will be used for the crystal.
Substituting Equation (3.3) into Equation (3.2),
placing the result in the expression for the r a n g e , Equa
tion (3.1), and using the energy rather than the velocity
of the particle as the variable, the following is obtained:
R

_

PEo
Jo

mEdE
2nz2e^NS'M

where M is the mass of the charged particle.

The alpha

particle and triton share the reaction energy inversely
as their respective masses, recoiling with equal momenta.
Thus, the alpha has an initial energy of 3/7 the 'Q1 value,

12
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Figure (3.1)
The Variation of the Stopping Power with Atomic

(3)

Number.v z

or 2.057 Mev, and the triton has an initial energy of 4/7
the 'Q' value, or 2.731 Mev.
Performing the integration and substituting in
the proper values of EQ , m, z, e, N, M, and S', all in
the proper units, the range in the LiI crystal is found
to be 6.35 x 10"^ cm for the alpha particle and 59.5 x 10™^
cm for the triton.

These figures show that the charged

particle tracks are extremely small.

Therefore, it is

safe to assume that none of the charged particles escapes
from the crystal.

13

If there were a perfect correlation between the
release of a certain amount of energy in the crystal and
the conversion of this energy to an electrical pulse of
specific size, then there would be no further problem.
However, such is not the case.

The number of photons

emitted is not a specific number proportional to the
energy dissipated by the two charged particles but rather
an average number,

Of these photons, a certain average

fraction will reach the photocathode.

The fraction is not

constant due to inhomogeneities in the crystal, variations
in light reflection at the container walls, and difficulties
in optical coupling.

Next, inhbmogeneity in photocathpde

emission causes the number of photoelectrons produced to
vary.

Lastly, the ampIlfication of this pulse by the dynodes

in the photomultiplier tube, and the electronic circuitry,
is also subject to statistical fluctuations.

The result

of all this is a distribution of output pulse heights even
when the incident

beam is monoenergetic. The problem at

hand is whether or not some of these resulting pulse heights
will be so low as not

to be separable from the noise level

and will some neutron interactions not cause any pulse at
all.

' . '

'

The question has been a n s w e r e d e x p e r i m e n t a l l y
to some degree as dan be seen from Figure (3.2).

The pulse

height spectrum shows that the spread in pulse heights due

14
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Typical Pulse Height Spectrum for Thermal Neutrons

(4)

o
to the Li (n,a)H

reaction is very narrow.

The sharp

peak indicates that there are very few pulses that are
lost or fall below a specific heig h t .

If the output of

the photomultiplier was sent to an electronic discrimina
tor set at the pulse height level that corresponds to
channel 140 on Figure (3.2), then the output of the
discriminator would include almost all pulses initiated
by the neutrons.

The output of the actual system to be

15

used may be slightly different than the one used for
illustration in Figure (3.2).
similar.

It will, however, be quite

A calculation of the exact fraction of pulses

lost in the light transmission and electronic circuitry
is beyond the

scope of this paper; however, the above

discussion indicates it will be a small number.
The use of
of the

thediscriminator also leads to part

solution of the

problem of recordingpulses that

are not initiated by the neutrons of interest.

If a

neutron is captured in either Eu or X, a radioactive
nucleus, is formed.

The decay products of these nuclei

qre beta particles

and

has an

gamma rays.

None ofthis radiation

energy that is close to the 4.78 Mev liberated when

a neutron is captured by Li^.

Therefore, the discriminator

will never pass the pulses caused by this radiation.

-As

added assurance, the half lives of the resulting nuclei
are:

1 9R

25 minutes for I
, either 93 hours or 13 years
152
154
for Eu
, and 16 years for Eu
. The chances of seeing

a decay product during an experiment are very small.
7
In the case of capture in Li the situation is
Q

a bit different.

The half life of Li

is only 0.85 second

and the decay mode is a 13 Mev beta particle and two 3 Mev
alpha particles.

These would cause a detectable pulse;
7

however, the probability of capture in Li
and is therefore ignored.

is negligible

16

The discriminator will also take care of eliminating
pulse§ caused by either noise in the electronics of the
low energy gamma background.

Pulses that fhe discriminator

will pass that are undesirable constitute a background
level.

They arise from three sources with the crystal

in use with the neutron chopper.

There are fast neutrons

and high energy gamma radiation, relatively independent
of the chopper’s rotor position that will stream contin
uously up the beam tube.

Epi-cadmium neutrons, affected

slightly by rotor motion, will constitute a periodic back
ground.

The third source, also pulsed in time, will come

from neutrons scattered in the collimator, rotor slits,
and transmission sample if applicable.

These background

sources have already been discussed by Cooper^^ and he
in turn gives the methods of taking them into account.

CHAPTER 4
APPROXIMATE METHOD OF OBTAINING
THE CRYSTAL EFFICIENCY
If the number of pulses lost in the light trans
mission and electronic circuitry can be ignored, then the
only remaining problem in finding the efficiency is obtain
ing the fraction

of the neutrons entering the Lil(Eu)

crystal that are captured in Li^.

The probability of

this occurring is then the total efficiency of the detec
tion system.
If the crystal material is highly absorbing,
i.e., if the probability that a neutron may be scattered
is neglected, then the problem simplifies.

The probability

that a neutron travels a distance x without an interaction
is exp(-Z^x) where

is the total macroscopic cross section

of the material and in this case
cross section.

, the total capture

The probability, p, that a neutron of

energy E will be captured by a Li^ nucleus in going through
a crystal of length X is then:

p

=

[1 - exp(-Zt(B)-X)]
*■t

17

(4.1)

18

* refers to the cross section for Li

6

At thermal energies the capture cross section is
indeed large compared to the scattering cross section, e.g.,
at 0.050 ev. , Ec = 1.01 cm"

and Eg = 0.0975 cm-^ . The re-

fore, equation ( . ) should be a good approximation to the
4

1

efficiency at these low energies.

A sample calculation

for a Lil(Eu) crystal of thickness 1.0 cm and a neutron
energy of 0.050 ev. results in an efficiency of 57.9%.
The actual cylindrical crystal to be used with
the slow neutron chopper system will be oriented with its
lateral face toward the incident beam of neutrons [see
Figure (4.1)] and hence, the crystal thickness is not.the
same for all neutrons.

The incident beam will be uniform

and circular in cross section with radius Ry.

This is the

radius of the collimator used in the beam tube leading to
the crystal.

The mean probability of capture in Li^ can

be found by averaging equation (4.1) over the beam area.
Noting that X =

-y

, the following are obtained:

2

nydy

*From this point on, energy dependence is always
assumed vrtien the cross section is written as E rather
than £(E).

19
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2

R

Figure (4.1)
Orientation of the Crystal with Respect to the Incident Beam

1

(2EtRc + 1) exp(-2Z:tRc ) -

+

2< W
(4.2)

(2,tRc V r r ^

+1) exp^2Z^R^\/l - (^)2J

For neutrons of 0.05 ev and R

= 2.2225 cm and R u = 2.0320
c
D
cm, the probability of capture by Li^ in the crystal is
86.7%.
This method can be used to give

a good approximation

to the efficiency throughout the thermal range.

However, as

the energy under consideration increases, the capture cross :

20

sections for Li and I drop off rapidly as

At

the higher energies the probability of leakage is much
greater and

the effect of scattering on the behavior

of the neutrons must be taken into account.

At 1 ev the

capture cross section of the Lil(Eu) crystal is now only
0.235 cinf
Q.0975 cm

-

and the scattering cross eection is still
1

.

The number that escape from the crystal

is not just the fraction of the beam that does not inter
act through the crystal„

Leakage is also from neutrons

that escape after being scattered several times.
One method of attack at these energies is to try
to describe the neutron behavior analytically.

Since

the incident beam is pelyenergetic, the flux within the
crystal would have to be broken down into several separate
energy groups.

If the neutron eiiergy and spatial distri

bution could be obtained by solving the equations of
transport theory, then the leakage current and the number
of neutrons captured in Li could be determined as a
6

fraction of the incident intensity.

Hence, the efficiency

for neutrons in a particular energy group would be known.
This problem, however, is not .well suited for this type
of approach.
At 1 ev, the neutron mean free path is 3.0 cm and
the thickness of the crystal varies from

1

in the region where neutrons intersect it.

.

8

cm to 4.4 cm
The mean free

path becomes even greater athigher energies„ When the
dimensions of the medium are small compared to the mean
free path, as they are in this case, an analytical solu
tion is impossible without making some very gross approxi
mations.

The tact that the medium is an absorbing one

rather than a diffusing one also does not help.

In

addition, the boundary conditiops in this problem would
be difficult to apply analytically;

In conclusion, any

approximate analytical solution that could be obtained
would not yield any better results than the use of equa
tion ( . ).
4
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CHAPTER 5
THE MONTE CARLO METHOD OF OBTAINING
THE CRYSTAL EFFICIENCY
It has already been seen that the problem under
concern cannot be attacked with any success, either by
analytical or experimental means.

However, a third

approach, a statistical one, can be used with great
success for this type of a problem.

This is

the Monte

Carlo method.
The Monte Carlo technique is preeminently
realistic, consisting of actually following each of a
large number of neutrons throughout their 0I'life his
tory ."

The

life history1
" starts at "birtbu, " when the

neutron is incident on the crystal, and ends in "death,"
at a terminal category which may either be escape from
the crystal or capture in one of the nuclei.

The per

centage of neutrons with a particular initial energy"
that are captured in Li^ is the efficiency of the crystal
at that energy, within the limits of the statistics of
the number of histories sampled.
.

. . ■ ;■

.

-
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The ability to follow a neutron history depends
upon the use of random numbers.*

They determine what a

neutron will do at each stage where the neutron's behavior
is determined by a known probability distribution.

Cash-

well and E v e r e t t e x p l a i n this in the following general
terms.

If

En are n independent, mutually exclu

sive events with probabilities p^,

pn , respectively,

and p^ + ... + pn = 1, and if R is a random number, such
that 0 = R < 1, then

Pi

+

••• + P i_i < R < P L +

determines the event E^.

••• + Pi

This is the fundamental prin

ciple insofar as it applies to the discrete case of a
finite number of eventualities.
This can be extended to the continuous case in
which it is desired to determine from a random number one
of a continuum of values of a variable x.

Suppose p(x)dx

is the probability of x lying between x and x + dx with
a = x < b and

\ p(x)dx = 1. Then R = P(x) = P p(x)dx
Ja
Ja
determines x uniquely as a function of R. P(x) is the

probability distribution function for x.

The actual

manner in which this is applied to events in the history
of a neutron will be seen shortly.
^Actually, pseudo random numbers are used. They
are real numbers between zero and one which are only approxi
mately uniformly and independently distributed in that inter
val.

The way in which a Monte Carlo calculation is set
up is shown in the very general diagram on page 25.

The

diagram shows what the different stages are in the life
of the neutron.

At first the initial energy of the

neutrons under consideration is selected.

Then, using

information as to how the beam is incident on the crystal,
the initial position and direction of the neutrons in the
crystal is selected.

The cross sections and resulting

interaction probabilities are then found for the energy
under concern.

After the neutron moves to its first

interaction, a test is made in order to ascertain whether
or not the neutron is still within the crystal.

If it is

not, this is recorded and a new history is begun.

If the

interaction was within the crystal, its nature is determined.

An elastic scattering collision means that the

neutron will receive a new energy and direction.
are computed and the calculation returns to obtain

These
new

cross sections and follow on from that point again. Had
the interaction resulted in a neutron capture, then the
type of nucleus it was captured in is recorded and a new
history is begun.
Because of the

complexity of the neutron's life

history and the fact that a large number of histories
must be run to ensure satisfactory accuracy, the use of

25
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a high speed digital computer is mandatory in most practical
problems.
•A flow chart for a computer calculation is shown
on pages 29-31.

It is basically the same as the simpli

fied diagram already discussed.

The letters on the chart

at the start of each section correspond to those on the
more general

diagram.

There are, however, several addi

tional features that have been added to facilitate the
calculation.

The geometric arrangement of the crystal

with respect to the incident beam and the coordinate Systems
used

is. shown in Figure (5.1).

was from 0.45 ev to 0.01 ev.

The energy range of interest

In reading the explanations

given below, the reader is referred to pages 32-33 where
the definitions of the nomenclature used are given in
approximate order of appearance.
Section A, or subroutine A, sets up some of the
initial conditions for the program and is self-explanatory.
Subroutine B starts off a new neutron history.
indexes the history being done and sets up the initial
energy, direction and position of the neutron.
figure 5.1.).

(See

Since the Initial beam is uniform and

circular in cross section, the probability of a neutron
being between radius r arid r + dr in the beam is
p(r)dr

-

.

It
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Figure (5.1)
Orientation of the Incident Beam, the Scintillation Crystal
and the Coordinate Systems Used
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Selecting a randon number R and solving

R

=

P(r)

=

the result r = Ry-\/R is obtained.

(r
JO

,
nR^

The polar angle of the

location of the neutron may lie anywhere between 0 and
2ir, i.e., p(0)d0 =
shown in the diagram.

Therefore, 0 is determined as
The assigning of coordinates on

the crystal follows directly.
In this subroutine a weight (W) of one is assigned
to the neutron.

The rationale behind the use of weighting

factors, as a variance reduction technique, in a Monte
Carlo calculation will be explained v*ien sections E and F
are considered.
Subroutine C calculates all the cross sections
and related probabilities needed in the problem.

Li*,

Li^, and I are all 1/v absorbers in the range of energies
to be dealt with,and, therefore, calculation of their
capture cross sections can be done very simply as shown.
Eu on the other hand has resonances at very low energies
so that its capture cross section cannot be described
analytically.

Instead, a piecewise linear approximation

to the cross section is made.

Values of the cross section

at different energies are tabulated and then the cross
section at the energy under concern may be found using
a linear interpolation as shown on the flow chart.
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NOMENCLATURE USED IN FLOW CHART
j

Subscript to identify initial neutron energy.

N

The number

L

The

L

The number that attain a weight lower than the
minimum weight to be recorded.

of the neutron history being processed.

number that escape from the crystal.

•Lg

The number whose energy goes below the cutoff energy.

•Ly_

The

number that ate captured

L
pr

The

number that are captured in Li^, Eu, and

W

The weight of the neutron being processed.

U,v,w
R

in Li .
I.

Direction cosines for the neutron.
An unique random number.
Radius of the incident beam.

r

Radial position on the crystal of incident nehtron
relative to coordinate system in plane perpendicular
to beam.

p

Polar angle in same coordinate system

.R

Physical radius of crystal.

x,y,x

as r.

Coordinates of neutron position in crystal.

6

i

Subscript to identify the nuclei:
2 for Li7, 3 for I, and 4 for Eu.

m

Subscript for the cross sections and corresponding
energies listed in the input data for Eu.

Pg

The probability that a neutron scatters.

'^Li

6

i = 1 for Li , :

The probability a neutron is captured

in Li^.
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7

p_Q„
par

The probability a neutron is captured in Li , I
or Eu.

Pg^

The probability a neutron is scattered off nucleus

1

Distance neutron moves before interacting.
Radial distance at interaction.

H

Height of crystal.

M .
mm
M.
^neut

Minimum weight to be carried on.
The atomic mass of nucleus i.
'
Mass of a neutron.

\i

Cosine of angle of scattering in CM system.

Emin

The cutoff energy.

H

The p for scattering below Emin.

c

Cosine of angle of scattering in LAB

^

Polar angle of scattering in LAB system.

-

system.

i.
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This method may

be used for the other nuclei at

higher energies where their cross sections are also irreg
ular.

The same approach could also be applied to the

scattering cross sections.

However, at the low energies

concerned with here they may be taken to be constant.
In subroutine D , the neutron undergoes an inter
action after moving a distance 1.

Previously, it had

been stated that the probability of going a distance
without interacting is exp(-Z^l).

1

The attenuation laws

also say that the probability of neutrons interacting in
a differential distance dl, where dl is so small that no
shadowing exists, is E^dl.

Therefore, the probability of

a collision occurring between
p(l)dl

=

1

and

+ dl is

1

exp(- tl) tdl.
2

2

Using a random number as follows:

the expression for

1

,

1

= -ln(l - R)/Z^ is obtained.

After the new coordinates of the neutron are
calculated, they are tested to see if they lie within
the crystal.
neutron had is

If they do not, then the weight that the
placed in the terminal category for

neutrons that leak from the crystal and a new history
is started.
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In subroutine.E, one of the reasons for the use
of weights is found.

Normally, in a simple Monte Carlo

calculation, in order to find what type of collision the
neutron has undergone, a random number R is compared with
the probability of scattering Pg .

If R < Pg then the

neutron was scattered and if R > Ps it has been captured.
In an absorbing medium, like the crystal under discussion,
there is a large probability that the neutron will be lost
to the capture category and it would take many histories
to see how a neutron may move through the crystal without
being captured immediately. The use of weights prevents
the loss of the geometric path being followed and greatly
improves the statistics.
The product of the probability that the neutron
would be captured in Li^ and the present weight of the
neutron is added to the number of neutrons in the category
6
for capture in Li . Similarly, the same is done for para
sitic capture in all the other nuclei lumped together.
The height that the neutron is left with is its original
weight multiplied by the probability that it does indeed
scatter.
The neutron with new weight W < 1 will continue
to be followed provided its weight is not negligibly small.
If this is the case, then the weight is placed in a terminal
category set up for this purpose and a new history is begun.
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If its weight is greater than a cutoff value, then the
next step is deciding upon which type of nucleus the
scattering takes place.

This is done by comparing a random

number with the probabilities for scattering on the different
nuclei keeping in mind that these probabilities depend on
the fact that only a non-capture collision may occur.
Subroutine F further demonstrates the strategic
use of weights.

This subroutine determines the cosine of

the scattering angle in the center-of-mass (CM) coordinate
system and the emergent energy of the scattered neutron.
It is assumed that the scattering is isotropic
in the CM system.

This

is a good assumption provided

the neutrons are not in the fast region.

The cosine of

the scattering angle in the CM system,

can be found

uniformly between -1 and +1.

\i,

Specifically, the probability

p(p) is 1/2 so that p obtained from R =

j

p(p)dp is

p = 1 - 2R.
Using momentum and energy conservation equations
it can be shown that the resulting energy after an elastic
collision is E* = E(S + Tp).

If this energy is below a

value E . in a region where cross sections are not known
mm
well or in an area where for some other reason it is no
longer desirous to continue the neutron's history, then
the neutron's weight is placed in a terminal category for
this purpose and a new history is started.
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In order to avoid the loss of trajectory, weights
again come into use.

Cashwell and E v e r e t t h a v e demon

strated the method to be used.

For an incoming energy E,

the least emergent energy is E(S - T).
or equals

If this exceeds

Em ^n , the energy cutoff for the problem, one

proceeds as usual with no possibility of loss due to energy.
However, if E(S - T) < Em^n , i.e., if
min

there exists a critical cosine pc , depending on E , such
that E(S + Tpc) = Em^n > with -1 <

< 1.

of scattering with p on the interval

-

1

< p < pc , with the

resulting energy E ' < Emin, is

P (P )dp

Moreover, assuming now that p > p c ,

I

P (P )dp

H --------

r

The probability

p (p >dp

= (i - p)/(i - p c )
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is the proper Monte Carlo formula for determination of the
cosine on the range pc < p < 1 with a resulting energy
E' 2 W
The actual use of the above technique is shown
on the flow chart.

In the terminal category for loss due

to energy falling below cutoff is placed the weight of
the neutron multiplied by the probability that the energy
does fall below cutoff.

The resulting weight of the

neutron is the product of its original weight and the
probability of scattering so that E 1 = Em^n .
Subroutine G determines the new direction cosines
of the neutron.

The cosine of the scattering angle in

the laboratory coordinate system is obtained from a
formula derived from the conservation equations for the
collision.

The azimuthal angle y is uniformly distributed

on -tt < y < TT*and, therefore, can be determined randomly
as shown.

The set of larger formulae should be used to

obtain the new parameters.

However if Iwl is too close

to unity they are poor computationally and at |w| = 1
they are indeterminate.

If this is the case, these formulae

are bypassed in favor of the shorter ones shown.

The program

in either case returns to section C vrtiere the neutron's
history continues.
The Monte Carlo calculation described above was
programmed in FORTRAN language and run on the University

o£ Arizona’s IBM 7072 digital computer.
given in Appendix B.

With

The program is

it is a list giving the rela

tionship between the nomenclature used in the body of thi
paper and that used in the actual program.

The reader is

referred to references (6) and (7) for any technical
details of the programming.
The program was

run for ten initial neutron

energies between 0.45 ev and 0.01 ev.

At each energy

1000 histories were run to ensure sufficient accuracy.
If weights were not used, the probability that the result
p", after N histories is within an error, e, of the true
probability, p, can be obtained from a fundamental prob
ability theorem which states that:
P( jp V - p| < e ) = erf(t/2^/^)
where

t = * V p ,-(i N -"p tT
As an example of the efficiency obtainable, the
initial neutron energy of 0.050 ev is considered.

It was
6
found that 0.849 of the neutrons were captured in Li
'

after N = 1000 histories were completed.

If it is

assumed for the moment that weights were not used, then
the above theorem can be used.

Choosing a maximum error

Of 4% so that e •= (0.04)(0.849), the error function
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erf(t/2^/^) turns out to be 0.998.

Therefore, the prob

ability that this result is within 4% of the true value
is '0.998*

The poorest accttracy would be for the initial

neutron energy of 0.45 ev for which an efficiency of 54%
was determined.

Again using the above theorem it is found

that the probability that the result is within 5% of the
true value is 0.921.
The fact that weights were used increases the
statistical reliability of the result*

However, the

degree of improvement gained by their use can only be
calculated in the most trivial examples.

(5)
'

'

By increasing the number of histories used, better
than the 4-5% statistical accuracy obtained above can be
gotten.

Usually the final limit on the accuracy of a

*calculation -'like the one under discussion comes from
the uncertainty in the data used, particularly the cross
sections.
The results at all the energies sampled are
tabulated below.

The results are also shown in histo

grams in Figures (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4).
In Figure (5.2), the probability that neutrons .
will escape from the crystal is shown as a function of
initial neutron energy.

As the energy of the neutrons

increases, the capture cross section, and hence, the total
cross sections of the material, diminishes.

The mean free
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TABLE I
Initial
Neut ron
Ene rgy
(evf

Percentage of Neutrons
........... —'
— —
Captured
Captured
Escaping
.in Li6
Parasitically
87.0
84.9
81.0
77.2
75.2
72.0
68.1
62.7
59.6
54.0

0,01
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.0
4.3
9.3
13.6
15.6
18.2
20.3
24.4
24.8
20.2

13.0
10.8
9.7
9.2
9.2
9.8
11.6
12.9
15.6
25.8

path in the material, therefore, increases -so that neutrons
have a greater chance of escaping from the crystal6

Although

the total cross section is decreasing, the scattering cross
section remains constant.

Therefore, at each collision

the neutron does make, the chances that it is just a
scattering are increasing.
the trend continues until
examined.

As can be seen in the histogram,
neutrons with 0.45 ev energy are

At this point, the resonance in the Eu cross

section comes into play; there is increased absorption
in the .crystal and hence, less neutrons escaping.
In Figure (5.3), the probability of neutrons being
absorbed parasitically is plotted.

The historgram shows

quite clearly the effect of the Eu resonance.

As has been
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mentioned previously, the absorption in Li

is negligible.
6

It is only the I and Eu that compete with the Li
capture of the neutrons.

for

The I cross section drops off

at higher energies, thereby making the effect of the Eu
resonance even more pronounced.

At the lower energies

both the I and Eu cross sections are diminishing with
increasing energy.
Finally, in Figure (5.4) the probability of
absorption in -.Li**, or in other words, the efficiency of
the crystal, is shown as a function of initial neutron
energy.

The Li** capture

cross

section is the largest of

all the cross sections and, therefore, its behavior plays
an important role in determining the efficiency.

The

cross section falls off as 1/E^^ throughout the energy
range of interest and, as can be seen, the histogram
shows the efficiency falling off with increasing energy.
The plot actually can be thought of as the difference
between 100% and the sum of the fractions escaping and
being absorbed parasitically„
One question that might arise concerns the validity
of using the usual scattering cross sections at thermal
energies (a #0.025 ev). When the crystal is at room
temperature such things as molecular vibrations may
come into play and affect

these cross sections.

Although

the actual cross sections might be a bit different than
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those used, the^e standard cross sections can still be
used" to describe an average behavior and, therefore, they
are justified.

In addition, because the material is so

highly absorbing at these low energies, there is little
chance that neutron-phonon interactions will come into
play at all.
In Chapter 4, a simple method for getting results
at low energies was developed.

The efficiency obtained

at 0.050 ev by this method was 87% and that obtained using
the Monte Carlo technique, 85%.

Within the limits of the

statistics of the Monte Carlo calculation, these answers
agree with one another.

The Monte Carlo approach to this

problem is best suited for initial neutron energies in
excess of 0.05 ev.

However, its use at energies below

this value is still instructive and capable of yielding
valid result§.

APPENDIX A
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE -LiI(Eu)
CRYSTAL TO BE U S E D ^
Shape:

Cylindrical

Size:

1-3/4" diameter x 2" thick

:

3
Atomic Densities of Constitutents (nuclei/cm ):
Li7

1.69 x 1022

Li6

1.37 x 1021

I

1.82 x 1022
19
1.09 x 10 9

Eu

O

Wavelength of Maximum Emission (A):
Decay Constant:

4400

1.4 ps

System:

TMC Transitorized Scintillation DetectorPreamplifier, Model DS-12

Mounting::

.032" thick Type 1001 Aluminumwalls
'v l/16n thick packed AlgOg reflector

Optical Window:

1/8" thick glass
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APPENDIX B
Fort ran S tat ement
1
C

7

72

A MONTE CARLO CALCULATION OF THE NEUTRON DETECTING EFFICIENCY
-

:

C

OF A LITHIUM IODIDE (EUROPIUM ACTIVATED) SCINTILLATION CRYSTAL

C

AS A FUNCTION OF INITIAL NEUTRON ENERGY
DIMENSION ENRGY(IO), SG025(3) ,SIGC(4) s SIGEU(15) SEEU(15) , AMASS(-4)
OREAD I, JMAX, NMAXs EMINs WMINs RBEAM, RCYL, HT, AMASS,'SG025,
ISIGST, PS1, PS12 5 PS123 3 ENRGY, EEU, SIGEU
I FORMAT (210, 5F12.0/(6F12 *0))
; PRINT 2
20F0RMAT (103H1 ENERGY
II

SCAPE
J = 0

9 IF(J - JMAX) 12, 10, 11
10 STOP 1
11 STOP 2

CPLI6
WLOSS

CPPAR
ELOSS'//)

APPENDIX B--Continued
Fortran Statement
1

7
12 J = J>1
N = 0
SCAPE = 0.0
W l o s s -= 0.0
ELOSS = 0.0
CPLI6 = 0.0
CPPAR = 0.0

C NEW NEUTRONHISTORY STARTED
19 N = N+l
■ E = ENRGY(-J,):

.

WT = 1.0

‘

IF(N - WMAX) 21, 21, 20
20 PRINT 3, ENRGY(J), CPLI6, CPPAR, SCAPE, WLOSS, ELOSS
3 FORMAT (F84, F17.5, 4F20.5)
GO TO 9

APPENDIX,B--Continued
Fortran Statement
1

7

72

21 U

=

0.0

V

=

1.0

w

=

0.0

R = X M NF ( 10)
R = R * l.E-10
RPOS -= RBEAM * SQRTF(R)
R = XRANF(IO)
R = R * l.E-10
rpHI = 6.2831853 * R
X = RPOS * COSF(PHI)
Z = RPOS * SINF(PHI)
Y = ~SQRTF(RCYL**2 - X**2)
C

CROSS SECTIONS AND "PROBABILITIES ARE COMPUTED
29 DO 30 I = 1, 3
30 SIGC(I) = SG025(I) *SQRTF(0.0253/E)

APPENDIX B--Continued
Fort ran Statement
1

7
M = 1
31 IF(E - EEU(M)) 32, 33, 34
• 32 M =. m

. -

i

GO TO 31
33 SIGC(4) = SIGEU(M)
GO TO 35
. 34 FRAC = (E - EEU(M)]/CEEU(M-l) - .EEU(M))
SIGC(4) = SIGEU(M) + FRAG * (SIGEU(M-l) - SIGEU(M))
35 SIGCT = SIGC(l) + SIGC(2) 4- SIGC(3) + SIGC(4)
SIGT = SIGCT + SIGST
PS = SIGST/SIGT
PLI6 = SIGC(1)/SIGT

-

PPAR = (SIGCT - SIGC(l))/SIGT
C

DISTANCE NEUTRON MOVES BEFORE INTERACTING IS COMPUTED

c

TESTS ARE MADE TO SEE IF NEUTRON HAS LEFT THE CRYSTAL

APPENDIX B— Continued
Fortran Statement
1

7
. R = XRANF(IO)
R = R * 1.E-10
DIST = -LOGEF(1. - R)/SIGT
Y = Y -S- V * DIST

X = X + D'"*--DIST
R.12 = X**2 4

y **2

IF(R12 - RCYL**2) 40$ 40, 41
40 Z = Z + ¥* DIST
IF (ABSF(Z) - HT/2. ) 42, 42, 41
41 SCAPE = SCAPE + WT
GO TO 19
C
C

CAPTURE CATEGORIES ARE GIVEN PROPER MEIGHTS AND ON..WHICH
NUCLEUS THE NEUTRON SCATTERS IS DETERMINED42 CPLIG - CPLI6 + PLI6 * WT

CPPAR = CPPAR + PPAR -* WT

Ap p e n d i x

b—

continued

Fortran Statement

WT = WT * PS
IF(WT - "WHIN) 50, 51, 51
50 WLOSS = WLOSS + WT
GO TO 19
51 R = XRANF(IO)
R = R * l.E-10
IF(R - PS1) 52, 53, 53
52 I = 1
GO TO 59
53 IF(R - PS12) 54, 55, 55
54 I = 2
GO TO 59
55 IF(R - PS123) 56, 57, 57
56 I = 3
GO TO 59

Ap p e n d i x

b -rcontinued

Fortran Statement
1

7 .

72

57 I = 4
C
'C

COSINE SCATTERING ANGLE IN CM SYSTEM DETERMINED

PROPER WEIGHT

PUT IN ENERGY CUTOFF CATEGORY AND NEW ENERGY IS COMPUTED
59 A = AMASS(I)/I.008665
ALPHA = ((A - l.)/A + l.))**2
S = (1. ,-f ALPHA)/2.
T = (1. - ALPHA)/2
ELLEN = EMIN/ALPHA
IF(ELLEN - E) 60, 60, 61
60 R = XRANF(IO)
R = R * l.E-10
EMU = 1. - 2.*R
GO TO 64
61 EMUCR = (EMIN/E - S)/T
PMUCR = :(1. •+ EMUCR) /2.

APPENDIX. B— Continued
Fortran Statement
1

7
ELOSS = ELOSS + PMUCR * WT
WT = WT * (1. - PMUCR)
IF(WT - WMIN) 62, 63, 63
62 WLOSS = WLOSS + WT
GO TO 19
63 R = XRANF(IO)
R = R * l.E-10
EMU = 1 .

- R*(l. - EMUCR)

64 E = E * (S + T*EMU) &C

NEW DIRECTION COSINES ARE DETERMINED
C = (1. 4 A*EMU)/SQRTF(1„ + A**2 + 2.*A*EMU)
B = SQRTF(1. - C**2)

'

R = |RANF(ia)
R = R * l.E-10
PSI = 3.1415927 * (2.*R - 1.)
D = COSF(PSI)

APPENDIX E— 'Continued
Fortran Statement
I

7
G = SQRTF( 1. *■ D**2)
IF(PSI) 70, 71, 71
70 F = -G
GO TO 72
71 F = G
72 IF(Cl. - ABSF(W)) - l.E-03) 73, 74, 74
73 U = B * D
V =B * F

w .=c * w
*

GO TO 29
74 RT = SQRTF(1. - W**2)
U = (B * D

* W * U -B

* F * V)/RT +-C * U

V = (B * D

* W *•■'¥ '*B

* "F */U) /RT +•• C * V

' W = -B * "D * RT -i- C * W
GO 50 29
END

APPENDIX "B--Continued
Fortran Statement
7

72

;
1000

0.010

0.0010

2.0320

2.2225

5.0800

6.01513

7.01601

126.9044

151.9639

1.29465

0.0006084

0.1274

0.0974872

0.08431876.

0.32701729

0.99910552

0.450

0.400

0.350

0.300

0.250

0.200

0.150

0.100

0.050

0.010

0.450

0.400

0.380

0.350

0.300

0.260

0.200

0.160

0.130

0.090

0.060

0.040

0.030

0.020

0.010

0.11990

0.05450

0.04360

0.03815

0.02725

0.01635

0.01090

0.010137

0.01090

0.01417

0.02071

0.03161

0.04251

0.06104

0.10464
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Ap p e n d i x

b—

continued

DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOLS USED IN COMPUTER PROGRAM
J

. . . . . . .

.

JMAX . . . . . .

j
•^max

SCAPE

. . . . . .

L

WLOSS

. . . . . *

Lw

ELOSS

. . . . . *

CPLI6

. . . . . •

cppar

. . . . .

.

NMAX . . . . . .
U

...

. . . .

V

.........

W

............

-

RPOS . . . .

LLi

Y

..........

Z

. . ...

•

. ..

R C Y L ..........

•

PPAR

. . ; " ' ‘ ‘ Ppar

WMIN

...

• • • * PLi6--

. . . . .Ps

. . . * 0 • • ^min

1
o
R12 . . . . ..... . R*
DIST

; . . . ...

. . . . H

HT

u

AMASS(I)

V

. ■ • • • Mi
ALPHA . . . . . . . CL

w

ELLEN . . .. . . . . ,E*

r

EMIN

. . . . . . • 9
... . . . . . .

.

Nmax

.. . .. . . • Rb

X

.

PLI6

PS

' Lpr,
WT . .. . . . . . . W

PHI

SIGEU(M)

SIGST . . . •.•••■ Sst

ENRGY(J) . . . .

RBEAM

SIGCT .... . • •• ■• * y ct

... . ....... Emin

EMUCR .. . . . • • • uc
PMUCR .....

• . • • p(uc)

X

EMU . . .

y

C . . . . .

Z

B . . . . . .. . . .
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